
 
If you are tired of two weeks of vacation time and want to break away from the 
cube to explore the world, the Meet, Plan, Go! 2014 event will teach you how. 

 
On September 20, 2014, Meet, Plan, Go! hosts the fourth event in New York City to inspire and teach people 
how to fulfill their career break and long-term travel dreams.  
 
“Because we live in a society that believes we must wait until we retire to travel or do the things we dream of 
doing, we wanted to create a community for people who want to break out of the norm and travel for an 
extended period of time,” says co-founder and NYC host Sherry Ott.  
 
The NYC event will feature individuals and travel experts from different career backgrounds, age ranges, and 
travel styles.  Each has fulfilled their own world travel dreams, and they will address the main concerns that 
prevent people from taking a career break: How do I finance the trip?  Will it help or hinder my career? What will 
my family/friends think? How safe is for me to travel alone abroad? Discussions will focus on various aspects of 
long-term travel planning such as preparation checklists, saving money, planning a purposeful itinerary, how to 
find volunteer opportunities, working on the road, navigating insurance, and how to find local experiences when 
you travel.  Each attendee is assured to receive a wealth of trip planning and travel information. 
 
This full day event will also allow for interaction among all of the participants and speakers so that individual 
questions can be answered and supportive individual relationships can be formed. Attendees will meet others 
who understand their situation and can answer specific questions about family, group, or solo travel.   
“This is the only event out there designed for mid-career people who are looking to do long-term independent 
travel. The type of travel that can enhance your resume and career,” says Ott. 

Over 1,000 people attended previous MPG! events in North American cities - 40% of which were in a trip 
planning stage before the event. In a post-event survey, that number rose to 54%.  Previous 2012 attendee, 
Montana Crady, had this to add after attending MPG! “It changed my life.  I left the meeting more inspired and 
excited about life then I had ever been.  The information learned at the Meet Plan Go! event was invaluable, 
but the real treasure in the event was in my realization that this feeling within me was a shared sentiment. 
There were others like me that wanted to quit it all and travel the world. With their and your support, it seemed 
to make the whole thing possible.” 

Sean Keener, President of Bootsnall.com and Airtreks, has this to say about why people should attend MPG! 
“Long-Term Travel is perhaps human's next education frontier.  Many things can't be learned in a book. One 
needs to go, smell, see, and experience the emotion of people and places to better understand the world we 
live in. MPG! 2014 will be the perfect intersection of experts and peers to help catalyze your Career 
Break/Sabbatical becoming a reality.  Don't dream, Do.” 
 
Registration is now open for the New York Meet, Plan, Go! at www.meetplango.com/events 
Saturday, September 20, 2014          11am – 7pm 
Hostelling International Headquarters – 891 Amsterdam Ave, New York, NY 10025 
Cost - $99 full seminar + lunch.  
____________________________________________________________________________  
Meet, Plan, Go! offers travel advice and resources for people planning a career break or sabbatical. When someone is 
venturing on such a life changing adventure it's important for them to have a support community that they can connect with, 
and Meet, Plan, Go! offers that through in-person events, an online planning course, and inspirational editorial. For more 
information, visit meetplango.com. 
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